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1.0 Introduction

The objective of the Fort McKay Project-Specific Cultural Heritage Assessment (Project-Specific CHA) is to assess the potential impacts of Shell’s proposed Pierre River Mine (PRM) and Jackpine Mine Expansion (JME; Shell 2007) on the cultural heritage of the Community of Fort McKay. In 2010, Fort McKay completed a Cultural Heritage Assessment (CHA) Baseline report that focused on the specific influence of industrial development on their cultural heritage since it began in the early 1960s (Fort McKay IRC 2010a). This Project-Specific CHA builds on findings from that report to assess additional changes on Fort McKay’s cultural heritage from Shell’s projects.
2.0 Linkages with the Fort McKay Specific Assessment

The CHA Baseline and in turn the Project-Specific CHA were prompted, in part, because Fort McKay determined that the original Terms of Reference for the Shell’s PRM and JME did not meet Fort McKay’s needs to understand the project specific and cumulative impact of the Projects. In response, Fort McKay, Shell and the Government of Alberta and Canada agreed to conduct a Fort McKay Specific Assessment (FMSA), as a pilot project. The objective of the FMSA is to provide, from Fort McKay’s perspective, appropriate and sufficient information that Fort McKay can use to more fully understand and assess the effects of the Shell projects and cumulative oil sands developments on environmental, cultural and traditional resources of concern and interest to Fort McKay as well as on Fort McKay’s cultural heritage.

The FMSA (Fort McKay IRC 2010a) is comprised of the following documents:

- Fort McKay Environmental Specific Assessment
- Cultural Heritage Assessment Baseline: Pre-development (1964) to Current (2008) – the CHA Baseline
- Project-Specific Cultural Heritage Assessment: Shell’s Pierre River Mine and Jackpine Mine Expansion (Project-Specific CHA)—this document

For more detail on the scoping and structure of the FMSA see Section 1.1 – Introduction, Fort McKay IRC 2010a.

2.1 Potential Industrial Impacts on Cultural Heritage

This assessment focuses primarily on lost opportunities to access the land and the resulting impacts this has on cultural heritage. The people of Fort McKay believe that industrial development is limiting their ability to carry out cultural activities within their Traditional Lands and that this has significant adverse effects on the maintenance of their cultural heritage. Industrial development has the potential to impact opportunities to use the land directly through the project disturbance and denied access, and indirectly through effects on wildlife and fish habitat, wildlife and fish populations, vegetation communities, pollution, or increased competition for resources by influxes of new people to the area. Land impacts addressed in this assessment include changes in access, vegetation, wildlife, fish, water, and air at a variety of different scales. As the land resources are impacted, the ability to carry out cultural activities such as hunting, trapping, fishing and berry picking are affected. Through these, and other, linkages Fort McKay’s cultural heritage is impacted through changes to the land (see the CHA Baseline report for a detailed discussion of these relationships).
2.2 Information Sources and Data Limitations

Fort McKay has derived a large portion of information for its Project-Specific CHA from the CHA Baseline report and a project report commissioned specifically for the CHA Baseline entitled *Indicators of Cultural Change (1960 to 2009): A Framework for Selecting Indicators Based on Cultural Values* in Fort McKay (HEG 2009). In development of the CHA Baseline report, project researchers gathered information from multiple Community workshops as well as an extensive literature review.

Additional key sources of information for this Cultural Heritage significance assessment include:

- *Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment* (Fort McKay Industry Relations Corporation 2010). The indicators discussed in Section 9.4 are derived from this report
- *Traditional Knowledge and Land Use*. Prepared for the Shell Canada Limited, Jackpine Mine Expansion and Pierre River Mine EIA. Volume 5, Section 8.0 (Shell 2007)
- *Traditional Land Use Environmental Setting for the Jackpine Mine Expansion & Pierre River Mine Project*. Prepared for Shell Canada Ltd. EIA Appendix 3 (Golder 2007)
- Fort McKay internal reports and studies. Concerns expressed in the Project-specific CHA and the CHA Baseline are consistent with information found in these reports. See HEG 2009 (Section 7.0 and Appendix A) for a listing of reviewed reports

As with the CHA Baseline, further work is necessary to comprehensively address the significant adverse effects of industrial development on Fort McKay's cultural heritage (see discussions in Section 12.0, *CHA Baseline*). Limited time (1 year\(^1\)) to prepare both the CHA Baseline and Project-specific CHA meant that only existing and available information were able to be included in the assessment. Aside from *Indicators of Cultural Change (1960 to 2009): A Framework for Selecting Indicators Based on Cultural Values* in Fort McKay (HEG 2009), no new field studies, data collection or development of additional indicators was undertaken. Therefore,

\(^1\) Fort McKay, Shell and Alberta Environment agreed that the assessment needed to be completed within the regulatory assessment timeline and prior to any scheduled hearing for Shell's Application. This meant that the assessment needed to be completed in approximately one year.
development of indicator criteria included in this assessment was derived from existing quantitative data included in the Environmental Specific Assessment.

### 2.3 Assessment Scenarios

The Project-Specific CHA considers Fort McKay’s cultural heritage within two development scenarios:

- **Application Case.** This scenario includes Shell’s Pierre River Mine and Jackpine Mine Expansion projects plus the Current Scenario\(^2\) and/or Base Case\(^3\)

- **Planned Development Case.** This scenario includes the Application Case plus additional planned developments

Pre-development Scenario and Current Scenario and/or Base Case\(^4\) are considered in the CHA Baseline Report, though they may be mentioned in the discussion on the Application Case for reference. The disturbances, projects and information used for each of these cases are the same as those used by Shell in the EIA (Shell 2007, Volume 3, Section 1.4).

### 2.4 Cultural Heritage Assessment Study Areas

Multiple study areas are used in the Project-Specific CHA. Each study areas relates to the particular indicator derived from the Environmental Specific Assessment. For example, the study area in the assessment of *Traditional Plants* is the Forty Township Study Area. It was chosen to ensure that the Traditional Plant criteria examined (select berry harvesting sites and areas of “traditional plant potential”) were done in an area adjacent to the Community where people experience much of the impact on a regular basis, thereby producing a more meaningful assessment of impacts to traditional plants from the Community’s perspective. Alternatively, in the assessment of *Traditional Lands Disturbance* Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands boundary was selected as a study area because disturbance in any portion of the Traditional Lands impacts land use patterns and resource for the entire Community.

The following study areas are discussed in this report:

#### 2.4.1 Fort McKay Traditional Lands

Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands encompass 3,526,226 ha (35,262 km\(^2\)) and extends from Townships 89 to 104 and Range 0 to approximately Range 22–24, W4M. The Traditional Lands boundary is shown in Figure 2-1. Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands

---

\(^2\) The Current Scenario is what you would see on the ground right now.

\(^3\) The Base Case is existing and approved (but not yet developed) projects.

\(^4\) For some indicators Current Case (2007) was not available and Base Case (existing and approved developments) was used.
include an area extending north to the Wood Buffalo National Park Boundary, south to include Fort McMurray, east to the Alberta-Saskatchewan boundary and west to the Birch Mountains. Within Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands, Fort McKay also has a number of Treaty Land Entitlement (TLE) lands: at the hamlet of Fort McKay; to the south, directly across from Fort McKay along the Athabasca River and the lower Muskeg River; to the north, directly across from Fort McKay consisting of Cree Burn Lake and area; to the northwest of the Community adjacent to Gardiner (Moose) and Namur (Buffalo) lakes; and to the northeast, adjacent to the proposed Jackpine Mine expansion, Fort McKay’s oil sands lands. Fort McKay, through its own land use planning efforts has identified specific uses for each of its parcels of land. In particular, the Cree Burn Lake area and Gardiner (Moose)/Namur (Buffalo) Lake areas have been designated by the Community as protected cultural areas.

Development impacts within Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands are of interest and concern to Fort McKay; and the Traditional Lands boundary is used as a study area for assessment of components where effects are likely to extend throughout Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands (e.g., air emission effects on vegetation, land disturbance).

2.4.2 Forty Township Study Area (FTSA)

While Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands extend beyond the present area of oil sands development, the majority of this development occurs close to the Community of Fort McKay and along the Athabasca River. It is important for Fort McKay to have a study area that is focused in on the Community and the areas adjacent to it since the impacts that occur in the vicinity of the Community are experienced directly by Community members on a regular basis. Development and disturbances immediately surrounding the Community affect the quality and abundance of readily accessible traditional resources and the opportunities to access and use those resources.

As well, it is key for the Fort McKay Specific Assessment to have vegetation information at a detailed scale so that impacts on of Fort McKay’s key traditional terrestrial resources can be assessed. Typical regional-scale study areas for oil sands assessments are so large that a detailed level of vegetation mapping and analysis is not feasible. Usually a broad landscape classification is used and this does not provide a sufficient scale of information to assess impacts on terrestrial resources of interest to Fort McKay and to compare the impacts at the landscape level to those that are occurring at the local-scale.

Therefore, Fort McKay chose a study area that allowed for vegetation mapping using the Alberta Vegetation Inventory (AVI) classification system, which classifies ecosite phases and wetlands, as well as an Enhanced Wetland Classification System (Ducks Unlimited 2008) and also encompassed areas of high value and use by Fort McKay.
An FTSA was selected that includes Shell’s two proposed projects and the Community of Fort McKay (Figure 2-1). The FTSA (379,641 ha) is bounded by the following: Townships 93 to 100, Ranges 8 to 12, W4M. The FTSA is the considered as a regional-scale study area in this Fort McKay Specific Assessment. The Shell LSAs represent about 13.3% of the land within the FTSA and approximately 2.2% of the RSA of 2,277,376 ha used by Shell (2007) in the EIA for the proposed Projects.

This 379,641 ha study area straddles the Athabasca River and includes the lower portions of the MacKay River, Ells River, Joslyn Creek, Tar River, Calumet River, Pierre River, Asphalt Creek, Gymundson Creek, Big Creek, Firebag River, Fort Creek and Muskeg River watersheds. As a result, the FTSA study area encompasses many areas of high value and use by Fort McKay (Healing the Earth Strategy, Fort McKay IRC 2010b). This study area is used for assessment of terrestrial resources.

2.4.3 Traditional Land Use—Culturally Sensitive Ecosystems

Fort McKay’s Traditional Land Use - Culturally Significant Ecosystems (CSEs) were developed by McKillop (2002) from spatial analysis of data from a Fort McKay's Traditional Use and Occupancy Study: There is Still Survival Out There (FMFN 1994). The intent was to provide maps, based on density of traditional land use, to be used in the assessment of development impacts on key cultural use areas. The analysis produced several maps, which identify broad areas of Fort McKay’s intense, moderate and low traditional land use for a number of key traditionally harvested resources. CSE maps used in the FMSA include large game, fur-bearers, fish, birds, traditional plants (berries) and all traditional uses (a map that combines information from the individual harvesting categories). The All Traditional Uses CSE is shown in Figure 2-1.

Note that the CSE analysis was based on one data set and should not be considered a comprehensive mapping or analysis of Fort McKay’s traditional use and occupancy. Substantial, additional traditional use data have been collected since the 1994 study. The CSE maps do, however, provide a general spatial picture of Fort McKay’s use of the land and are helpful in assessing effects from the perspective of the Community. These maps should not be considered as a definition of the Community’s relative value of specific areas of land.

2.4.4 Traplines

Fort McKay community members hold 29 Registered Fur Management Areas (RFMSAs; also referred to as Traplines). Traplines are an important traditional land use unit. While people are on the land trapping, they and their extended families also participate in other traditional activities so much of a family’s traditional land use may occur within trapline areas. Therefore, effects at the trapline-scale were examined for disturbance and access related impacts.
2.4.5 Watersheds

Watersheds are an ecologically relevant boundary for the assessment of effects on aquatic resources. Fort McKay's assessment of the surface water resources, water quality and fisheries resources used the same boundaries as Shell’s aquatics Local Study Areas (Shell 2007), which are based on the watersheds that the proposed projects occur in as well as a portion of the Athabasca River (Figure 2-2). In addition, the disturbance and access assessment examined key Athabasca tributary watersheds that are traditionally used by Fort McKay.

2.4.6 Summary of Study Areas

As discussed above, study areas vary by the indicators being assessed. Below is a list of the indicators used in the Project-Specific CHA with the appropriate study area in parentheses:

- Traditional Lands Disturbance (Fort McKay Traditional Lands, FTSA, and Traditional Lands Use CSEs for Large game, Traditional Plants (Berries), Fish, Fur Bearers, Birds, and All Traditional Uses)
- Trapline Disturbance (Traplines)
- Wetlands (muskeg) (FTSA)
- Upland Forest (FTSA)
- Biodiversity (FTSA)
- Traditional Plants (FTSA)
- Moose habitat and populations (FTSA, Big Game CSEs)
- Canada lynx habitat (FTSA, Fur Bearers CSEs)
- Beaver habitat (FTSA, Fur Bearers CSEs)
- Fisher/marten habitat (FTSA, Fur Bearers CSEs)
- Protected areas (Fort McKay Traditional Lands)
- Reclamation (Fort McKay Traditional Lands, Shell’s Terrestrial LSAs)
- Air quality parameters: sulphur dioxide (SO₂) (Community of Fort McKay)
- Air quality parameters: nitrogen oxides (NOX) (Community of Fort McKay)
- Odours (Community of Fort McKay)
- Air quality parameters: particulate matter (Community of Fort McKay)
• Air emission effects on vegetation (Fort McKay Traditional Lands)
• Linear Development (Fort McKay Traditional Lands)
• Traditional Trails (FTSA)
• Watershed Disturbance (Watersheds, Shell’s Aquatics LSA)
• Watershed Index for Athabasca Watershed (Shell’s Aquatics LSA)
• Groundwater (Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands)
3.0 Cultural Heritage Assessment Baseline Report

3.1 Key Findings

In the assessment of cumulative impacts of industrial development on Fort McKay’s cultural heritage from the 1960s to 2008, the CHA Baseline focuses on three key areas of cultural change: those that stem from changes to the land, those with connection to full-time wage employment, and those that stem from changes in daily lives. To understand these changes, Fort McKay identified twelve cultural *values* and eight key *activities* that reflect cultural values. Figure 3-1 portrays the relationship between values and Fort McKay culture. The activities identified by the Community include: hunting, fishing, trapping, berry picking, wage employment, education, visiting, raising children. The CHA Baseline approach assumes that when changes in traditional activities occur, values – and ultimately Fort McKay cultural heritage – is affected (see Section 5.0, *CHA Baseline* and HEG 2009).

![Figure 3-1: Fort McKay Cultural Model](image-url)
The Community then developed a list of stressors caused by industrial activity that adversely impacts the ability and opportunity of the Community to carry out traditional activities. These stressors include: Loss of Land, Pollution, Reduced Access to Land, Industrial Water Use, Wage Economy and Increased Population (see Section 6.0, CHA Baseline and HEG 2009). The stressors identified by Community members are supported by information contained in numerous EIAs, Community reports and scholarly papers listed in the Appendix B, CHA Baseline. Twenty-three Indicators were created to assist in measuring the impacts of the stressors. Indicators were derived from Community workshops and focus group discussions, and were cross-referenced with known available quantitative environmental indicators (see Section 7.0, CHA Baseline). The stressors and their indicators are used in the Project-specific CHA to determine the impacts of the Shell projects on Fort McKay’s cultural heritage.

Through the CHA Baseline assessment, Fort McKay determined that the current (2008) impact to their cultural heritage is significant and adverse. This assessment identified the following impacts on culture and values:

1. Industrial activity has led to decreased opportunity for Community members to carry out traditional harvesting activities. In turn, the decrease in traditional harvesting activities (Hunting, Trapping, Fishing, Gathering) has led to the following impacts on cultural values:
2. Industrial activity has led to decreased opportunity for Community members to carry out traditional harvesting activities. *This decreased opportunity, when coupled with Community members seeking full time wage employment with industry, has led to the following impacts on cultural values:*

3. Industrial activity has led to decreased opportunity for Community members to carry out traditional harvesting activities. In turn, this has led to *changes in daily life (Child rearing, Education, Visiting)* which in turn has led to the following impacts on cultural values:
Raising Children
Impacts on Core Cultural Values

Weakened: Strengthened or Maintained:
Respect
Tradition
Caring
Connectedness
Purpose
Rootedness
Cooperation
Cohesion/Bonding

Visiting
Impacts on Core Cultural Values

Weakened: Strengthened or Maintained:
Respect
Tradition
Self-determination
Cooperation
Caring
Cohesion/Bonding
Connectedness
Purpose
Peace

Education Changes
Impacts on Core Cultural Values

Weakened: Strengthened or Maintained:
Respect
Tradition
Self-reliance
Self-determination
Cooperation
Caring
Cohesion/Bonding
Connectedness
Purpose
Peace
Rootedness
Rhythm of Nature
4.0 Project-Specific Cultural Heritage Assessment Approach

Fort McKay Community members experience changes to cultural heritage resulting from industrial development cumulatively rather than on a project-by-project basis. As such, assessing changes in cultural heritage on a project-by-project basis has a limited ability to accurately reflect the Community’s entire experience. For instance, development of one lease may directly disturb a portion of a traditional trail and render the rest of the trail unusable if large portions are missing. However, when multiple adjacent leases are developed, impacts to traditional trails compound significantly and it can become difficult to navigate this changing landscape. The lost opportunity to utilize traditional trails changes, in part, Community land use patterns, sharing of traditional knowledge, and relationships with portions of Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands.

With the above limitation in mind, in the Project-Specific CHA Fort McKay applies the twenty-three indicators from the CHA Baseline as a metric to gauge the changes in the land anticipated from Shell’s projects. These indicators are grouped by the industry-caused stressors put forth by Community members during development of the CHA Baseline: Loss of Land, Pollution, Industrial Water Use, Reduced Access to Land, Wage Economy and Increased Population. Each of the indicators helps the Community assess how the project may affect the land thereby provide a measure of the project affects on cultural heritage.

"Focusing on opportunities for Community members to utilize Fort McKay’s Traditional Land, this report assesses the change in indicators applied in the CHA Baseline for the Application and Planned Development Cases."}

4.1 Brief Summary of Fort McKay’s Cultural Land Use

The importance of living off the land to the Fort McKay culture cannot be overstated. “Our hunting and harvesting of meat is at the very centre of the Fort McKay way of life” (FMTA 1983). As hunters, trappers, fishers and gatherers, harvesting is important economically, culturally and socially. It provides food, reaffirms the continuing vitality of Aboriginal culture and strengthens the kinship links through which harvesting is organized and wild food distributed (Brody 1981; 1987, Feit 1982, FMTA 1983, FMFN 1994, Appendix B). Following a pattern of seasonal rounds, the people of Fort McKay have hunted and trapped a wide variety of animals throughout their Traditional Lands including, moose, caribou, bison, bear, lynx, wolf, fisher, muskrat, ermine, fox, beaver and mink.
An extensive network of trails (Figure 4-1), originally cut by hand, enabled the people of Fort McKay to access harvesting grounds throughout their Traditional Lands (FMFN 1994). In the winter, people were able to travel across the expansive frozen muskeg (peatlands) by foot and dog team and more recently snow machines. In the summer, people often traveled via the rivers to fishing and gathering grounds; upland areas were accessed by foot and horseback. Generally speaking, trails followed the paths of least resistance, using creeks, river valleys and lake shores when possible.

Fort McKay’s traditional fisheries included arctic grayling, burbot, cisco, goldeye, lake trout, lake whitefish, longnose sucker, northern pike, walleye, white sucker and yellow perch. In addition to the commercial fishery that began on Lake Athabasca in the mid 1940s, the Namur (Buffalo) and Gardiner (Moose) Lakes area, the Athabasca River and its major tributaries, such as the Firebag River, continued to be a primary source to catch and dry fish for winter use (FMTA 1983: 91). Fishing camps were set up along these traditional locations to smoke and dry fish for human consumption, provide stores of dog food and bait for trapping fur bearers (FRM 1998). Gatherings at summer fish camps along the Athabasca became hubs of social interaction and a place to pass on traditional skills, knowledge and where the next year’s harvest activities would be planned.

For a detailed description of Fort McKay Traditional Land Use see the CHA Baseline report (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).
Figure 4-1
Traditional Trail System of Fort McKay

Produced By: J. Blyth
Date: December 14, 2009
Data Sources: Government of Canada, Fort McKay First Nation 1994
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5.0 Assessment of Indicators: Application Case

Implications for Shell’s proposed Pierre River Mine and Jackpine Mine Expansion (Application Case and Planned Development Case) are discussed below. A table summarizing the indicators from a Pre-development Scenario, Current Case and/or Base Case, Application Case and Planned Development Case is located in Appendix A. In addition, a summary detailing the assessment criteria for each of the indicators is listed in Appendix B.

5.1 Loss of Land

The Jackpine Mine Expansion is located approximately 10 km east of the hamlet of Fort McKay on the east side of the Athabasca River. The Pierre River Mine is located approximately 35 km north of Fort McKay on the west side of the Athabasca River adjacent to two parcels of Fort McKay’s TLE lands. All impacts on Fort McKay’s traditional lands are of concern to the Community. However, the proximity of these projects to the Community, particularly the Jackpine Mine Expansion, causes additional stress and influences people’s ability to use land adjacent to and surrounding the Community. Fort McKay Community members shared some of their concerns regarding the loss of land and during the preparation of the Traditional Land Use Studies for the Shell projects and the CHA Baseline report:

*We have to go farther and farther to find good water, animals and fish*  
(HEG 2009: 84)

*There is not much left on my Trapline. Nothing. No water. No beaver. Nothing.*  
(FMA 2008: 24)

*[We] have to go a long ways away to get fish.*  
(HEG 2009: 85)

*There used to be lots of berries – everywhere... now nothing.*  
(HEG 2009: 47)

Activities and features related to oil sands development are key stressors on hunting, trapping, fishing and gathering through their effects on the air, land, water, animals and access. For Shell’s projects, these activities and features include muskeg drainage, overburden dewatering and basal aquifer depressurizing, out-of-pit storage areas (i.e., tailings ponds), overburden dumps, mine pits, changes to natural drainage patterns, close-circuit operations during mining, drainage systems and pit lakes at the reclamation stage. As well, oil sands development also have associated infrastructure including roads, pipelines and transmission lines. Because all of these activities affect Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands, they will impact Fort McKay’s
cultural heritage. Industrial development has transformed the landscape, affected wildlife populations and air and water quality; community members remain skeptical of future reclamation success.

See Table 5-1 for a summary of indicator gauges related to Loss of Land. As summary of all gauges discussed in the Project-specific CHA is located in Appendix A.

See the Section 8.3.1, CHA Baseline for additional discussion of Fort McKay’s concerns related to Loss of Land.

**Table 5-1: Loss of Land Indicator Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measuring Change In Stressors</th>
<th>Green-Yellow-Red Gauge Rating1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-Development Scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land disturbance in Traditional Lands</td>
<td><img src="Green" alt="Green" /> <img src="Yellow" alt="Yellow" /> <img src="Red" alt="Red" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land disturbance in Traplines</td>
<td><img src="Green" alt="Green" /> <img src="Yellow" alt="Yellow" /> <img src="Red" alt="Red" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reclamation</td>
<td><img src="Green" alt="Green" /> <img src="Yellow" alt="Yellow" /> <img src="Red" alt="Red" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protected areas</td>
<td><img src="Green" alt="Green" /> <img src="Yellow" alt="Yellow" /> <img src="Red" alt="Red" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moose habitat and population</td>
<td><img src="Green" alt="Green" /> <img src="Yellow" alt="Yellow" /> <img src="Red" alt="Red" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(FTSA, Intense, Moderate, Low Use CSEs)</td>
<td><img src="Green" alt="Green" /> <img src="Yellow" alt="Yellow" /> <img src="Red" alt="Red" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: no Current Scenario – see Base Case</td>
<td><img src="Green" alt="Green" /> <img src="Yellow" alt="Yellow" /> <img src="Red" alt="Red" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada lynx habitat</td>
<td><img src="Green" alt="Green" /> <img src="Yellow" alt="Yellow" /> <img src="Red" alt="Red" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(FTSA, Intense, Moderate, Low Use CSEs)</td>
<td><img src="Green" alt="Green" /> <img src="Yellow" alt="Yellow" /> <img src="Red" alt="Red" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: no Current Scenario – see Base Case</td>
<td><img src="Green" alt="Green" /> <img src="Yellow" alt="Yellow" /> <img src="Red" alt="Red" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measuring Change in Stressors</td>
<td>Green-Yellow-Red Gauge Rating1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaver habitat</td>
<td>(FTSA, Intense, Moderate, Low Use CSEs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher/ marten habitat</td>
<td>(FTSA, Intense, Moderate, Low Use CSEs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upland Forest</td>
<td>(upland forests, old growth, timber productive forest, riparian, rare plant potential – moderate and low)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetlands (Muskeg)</td>
<td>(wetlands, peatlands, old growth associated wetlands, timber productive forest associated wetlands, riparian wetlands, rare plant potential – high and moderate)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Measuring Change In Stressors | Pre-Development Scenario | Current Scenario | Base Case | Application Case | Planned Development Case
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Traditional Plants | | | (traditional plant potential – moderate, berry sites) | (traditional plant potential – high) | (traditional plant potential – moderate and high, berry sites) | (traditional plant potential – high) |
Biodiversity | | | (high and moderate biodiversity potential) | (high, moderate and low biodiversity potential, landscape heterogeneity - wetland and terrestrial cover classes) | (high, moderate and low biodiversity potential, landscape heterogeneity - wetland and terrestrial cover classes) | (high, moderate and low biodiversity potential, landscape heterogeneity - wetland and terrestrial cover classes) |

5.1.1 Traditional Lands Disturbance

Disturbance in the Pre-Development Scenario in Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands was approximately 800 ha. In the Base Case, over 160,000 ha of land within Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands is directly disturbed. More than half (89,000 ha) of disturbance occurs within a forty-township study area (FTSA) that includes the hamlet of Fort McKay and many areas of high use and value to Fort McKay (e.g., Athabasca River corridor, Muskeg River). The main types of disturbance are oil sands development, seismic lines, pipelines, roads and well pads.

The **Application Case** increases the disturbance to Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands to 188,000 ha and increases the disturbance within the FTSA to 109,200 ha.

While all impacts on land and access are considered significant, those on Tralines, near the Community and in intense and moderate traditional use areas are considered more severe. Any amount of land disturbance is considered to cause
significant adverse effects on Fort McKay’s traditional land use opportunities and ability to exercise their Treaty and aboriginal rights. Hence, these effects are not rated using a numeric rating system and instead are rated qualitatively. Because the Base Case was given a rating of significant adverse effect (the gauge is in the red zone) and the Application Case increases the disturbance within both the Traditional Lands Study Area and the FTSA, this indicator is given a rating of significant adverse effect for the Application Case. Fort McKay believes that significant mitigation and accommodation is required.

For details see: *Section 9 – Disturbance and Access Implications for Traditional Use*, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).

### 5.1.2 Trapline Disturbance

Fort McKay community members hold 29 Registered Fur Management Areas (also referred to as Traplines; Figure 5-1). While people are on the land trapping, they and their extended families also participate in other traditional activities meaning that much of a family’s traditional land use may occur within Trapline areas. Therefore, disturbance effects at the Trapline-scale are important to document and assess.

Existing developments have caused 113,000 ha (and 12%) of direct disturbance within Fort McKay member registered Traplines. When the *Application Case* is considered, developed land within Traplines is increased to 126,000 ha. In addition, there are other impacts to Traplines including noise, dust, odours, traffic, wildlife population and habitat loss, increased numbers of people on the land and constant changes in access.

There are three Traplines (#1714, #1716, #2137) registered to Fort McKay community members would be affected by Shell’s proposed Jackpine Mine Expansion. The Pierre River Mine does not directly overlap with Fort McKay’s Traplines. The incremental effect of the proposed Jackpine Mine Expansion on Fort McKay community member’s Traplines is as follows: #1714 (5358 ha), #1716 (3168 ha) and #2137 (1163 ha); resulting in cumulative losses of 42 to 60% as well as possible impacts on access to the remaining portion of the Trapline.

While there are processes in place to provide individual trapper compensation for adverse effects on Traplines, this does not address the cumulative effects of development on Fort McKay’s access to traditional resources, way of life and culture. Any amount of land disturbance and any impediments to access are considered significant adverse effects on Fort McKay’s traditional land use opportunities and ability to exercise their Treaty and aboriginal rights. Hence, these effects are not rated using a numeric rating system and instead are rated qualitatively. Because the Current Scenario was given a rating of “significant adverse effect” (gauge in the red zone) and the Application Case increases the disturbance,
the gauge stays in the red zone. Application Case impacts are expected to further contribute to a situation that is already significantly adversely affecting Traplines and associated traditional land use.

For details see: Section 9 – Disturbance and Access Implications for Traditional Use, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).

5.1.3 Wetlands (Muskeg)

Wetlands are integral to Fort McKay’s culture and support many key traditional resources, including traditional plants.

Wetlands covered 171,493 ha (45%) of the FTSA at Pre-development. In the Base Case, wetland cover is reduced to 126,789 ha (33%) of the FTSA. This represents a 26% reduction in the areas covered by wetland vegetation between the 1960s and 2007.

Land occupied by wetlands (muskeg) will decline in the FTSA during the construction and operation phases of the projects (Application Case). The incremental effects of the Projects are scored as high (significant) for the direct loss of total wetland, peatland areas associated with wetlands, and the high rare plant potential class for wetlands. The incremental consequences of the Projects are negligible for old growth associated with wetlands and low for productive forest associated with wetlands. The effects of the wetland loss will be experienced into the far future for both the resource and the Community of Fort McKay. These significant losses will negatively affect the Community’s ability to carry traditional activities that support its values and culture.

A significant adverse effect is demonstrated for all wetland indicators when the cumulative changes predicted in the Application Case are compared to conditions in the late 1990s. Cumulative losses of 26 to 37% have occurred in all wetland indicators since the later part of the 1990s. Confidence in wetland reclamation, especially of peatlands, is very low, further emphasizing the long-term effects of wetland disturbance. Losses of wetlands and wetland indicators above 20% are classified as significant adverse effects of high environmental consequence; hence the gauge stays in the red zone (meaning significant adverse effect) in the Application Case.

For details see: Section 7 – Vegetation Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).
Figure 5-1
Planned and Potential Development Disturbances within Fort McKay's Traditional Lands and Traplines

Produced By: J. Blyth
Date: November 3, 2009

Data Sources: Government of Canada, Fort McKay First Nation, McKillop
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5.1.4 Upland Forest

Upland forests support many of the key traditional resources important to Fort McKay.

Uplands covered approximately 158,166 ha (42%) of the land area in the FTSA at Pre-Development. In the Base Case, upland land cover is reduced to 138,907 ha (37%) of the land area in the FTSA. This represents a 12.2% reduction in the areas covered by upland vegetation between the 1960s and 2007.

In the Application Case, upland cover is reduced to 134,440 ha (35%) of the land area in the FTSA. This represents a 15% reduction in the areas covered by upland vegetation since the 1960s.

Land occupied by upland forest will decline in the FTSA during the construction and operation phases of the projects (Application Case). The incremental effects of the Projects from Base to Application Case are scored as negligible to low significance for the direct loss of total upland forest, rare plant potential class, old growth associated, and productive forests associated with uplands. Though limited in nature, these losses will negatively contribute to the Community’s ability to continue traditional activities that support its values and culture during operations (i.e., the Application Case).

A moderate to high adverse effect is demonstrated for all upland indicators when the cumulative changes predicted in the Application Case are compared to conditions in the late 1990s. Losses of uplands and upland indicators are close to or above 20% (meaning significant and adverse with high environmental consequence). Because of the concern that all indicators will move toward the high magnitude change (currently only riparian and low rare plant potential sites are high) the gauge stays in the yellow zone in the Application Case.

For details see: Section 7 – Vegetation, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).

5.1.5 Biodiversity

Biodiversity is important to Fort McKay because it reflects the integrity of the landscape and ecosystems that support Fort McKay’s traditional activities. The biodiversity assessment evaluated changes in biodiversity at the ecosystem level (biodiversity potential) and at the landscape level (distribution and make-up of landscape “types”).

At the ecosystem level, lands ranked with high biodiversity potential have decreased in the FTSA by 26% between 1960 and 2007 (Base Case). Moderate biodiversity potential areas have decreased by about 20% since 1960, while low biodiversity
potential areas have decreased by 10%. When the *Application Case* is considered, high biodiversity potential decreases 35% since the 1960s. Moderate biodiversity potential areas in the Application case decrease by about 25% since 1960, while low biodiversity potential areas in the Application Case increase by 56% since 1960.

At the landscape level, upland (15% since the 1960s) and wetland cover (35% since the 1960s) has decreased. As well, the landscape has been fragmented; the number of “patches” (areas surrounded by disturbance) in the FTSA has increased. The patch size has decreased which indicates that there are more areas experiencing disturbance.

Changes in biodiversity greater than 20% are considered to be significant and adverse, hence the gauge is determined to be in the red zone for the Application Case when compared to the late 1990s—this includes ecosystem level biodiversity and landscape level effects on wetlands and uplands.

For details see: Section 8 – Biodiversity, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).

### 5.1.6 Traditional Plants

The harvesting of traditional plants is a key traditional use activity of Fort McKay. The traditional plant assessment looked at areas of “traditional plant potential” as well as at some specific Fort McKay berry harvesting sites.

#### 5.1.6.1 Traditional Plant Potential

Prior to oil sands development (1960s) the traditional plant potential in the FTSA was as follows: high (30%), moderate (46%), and low (23%). In the *Application Case* the proportion of high plant potential areas decreased from 30% to 26% and moderate potential areas decreased from 46% to 25%. In contrast, areas ranked with low potential to contain traditional use plants increased from 23% at Pre-Development to 49% in the Application Case, due to the increase in area of disturbed land (which are ranked as having low plant potential). When Application Case is compared to the late 1990s, the changes are considered significant and adverse; as such they are each given a ranking of red for the Application Case.

#### 5.1.6.2 Berry Sites

One hundred and fourteen (114) traditional use berry sites were documented within the FTSA (FMFN 1994). Fifty-three (53) of these berry sites (46%) have been lost as of 2007. The Application Case disturbed an additional four traditional use berry sites (7%). While Fort McKay acknowledges that berry producing sites may be created with reclamation these historical traditional use sites cannot be re-created to pre-development conditions, and therefore considers these losses to be
permanent. The cumulative loss of 54% of the traditional use berry sites since development began including the Application Case is considered is highly significant and adverse to the Community; hence the gauge is in the red zone.

For details see: Section 7 – Vegetation, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).

5.1.7 Moose Habitat and Populations

Moose is a Cultural Keystone Species for Fort McKay and secure moose populations are very important for hunting and the on-going sustainability of Fort McKay’s culture. The best moose habitat is concentrated near the Athabasca River Valley, and within the Muskeg and Firebag river drainages.

Currently, a substantial amount of moose habitat is disturbed; 20% of the high and moderate quality moose habitat in Fort McKay’s intense use Culturally Significant Ecosystem (CSE) traditional land use areas. When the Application Case is considered, 23% of habitat is disturbed. An assessment of moose habitat within the FTSA indicates there is currently a 25% loss of moose habitat, which increases to 32% in the Application Case. Although Fort McKay uses all their Traditional Lands, the adverse effects on moose habitat and populations are felt even more intensely because the disturbances are disproportionally experienced within the Intense Use CSE and the FTSA, which are the most used and most easily accessible areas.

Recent surveys carried out by Alberta Sustainable Resource Development as part of the Fort McKay Country Food Availability Study show that moose populations have declined within Wildlife Management Area 531, which overlaps the Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands west of the Athabasca River.

The Base Case for disturbance to moose habitat and populations within the FTSA was given a rating of “significant adverse effect” (gauge in the red zone). The Application Case increases the disturbance and there is a population study that demonstrates a decline in moose populations within Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands, so the gauge stays in the red zone. Since habitat losses 20% or greater are considered significant and could potentially lead to declines in population levels, the rating for habitat within the intense use CSE is in the red zone for the Application Case.

For details see Section 6 – Wildlife, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).

5.1.8 Canada Lynx Habitat

Canada lynx is an important trapping species for Fort McKay. The best Canada lynx habitat is concentrated near the Athabasca River Valley and in the northeast portion
(including the Muskeg and Firebag drainage basins) and the northwest corner of the Fur Bearer CSE.

Currently, disturbance to high and moderate Canada lynx habitat is as follows: Low Use CSE (0%), Moderate Use CSE (9%), Intense Use CSE (14%), and FTSA (26%). When the Application Case is considered, the Low Use CSE disturbance remains the same (0%), Moderate Use CSE disturbance increases from 9% to 10%, Intense Use CSE disturbance increases from 14% to 17% and FTSA disturbance increases from 26% to 33%.

Evidence suggests that habitat loss from oil sands development is adversely affecting moose populations (SRD 2009). In the FMSA, sufficient population data for other wildlife species were not available and hence were not analyzed. However, if moose populations are being adversely affected by oil sand development, it is likely that other wildlife species populations are also being adversely affected. Both Canada lynx and fisher/marten have lost large amounts of high quality habitat. As a precautionary approach, it should be assumed that other wildlife species populations are being adversely affected until shown otherwise.

Since habitat losses 20% or greater are considered significant and could potentially lead to declines in population levels, the gauge is in the red zone for lynx habitat impacts in the FTSA and in the yellow zone (indicating a situation that is of concern and requires monitoring) for impacts within the intense and moderate use CSEs.

For details see Section 6 – Wildlife, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).

5.1.9 Beaver Habitat

Beaver is a Cultural Keystone Species for Fort McKay and secure beaver populations are very important for trapping and the on-going sustainability of Fort McKay’s culture.

Currently, beaver habitat has been lost within the intense (23% loss), moderate (17% loss) and low (9% loss) traditional use Fur Bearers CSEs. Within the FTSA about 20% of the high quality beaver habitat has been lost. When the Application Case is considered, the habitat loss is as follows: intense use CSE increases from 23% to 24%, moderate use CSE remains the same (17%), the low use CSE remains the same (9%) and the FTSA increases from 20% to 26%.

Since habitat losses 20% or greater are considered significant and could potentially lead to declines in population levels, the gauge is in the red zone (meaning significant adverse effects) for impacts to beaver habitat in the intense use CSE and the FTSA and in the yellow zone (indicating a situation that is of concern and requires monitoring) for impacts within the moderate use CSE.
For details see *Section 6 – Wildlife*, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).

### 5.1.10 Fisher/Marten Habitat

Fisher and marten are important trapping species for Fort McKay. The best fisher and marten habitat is concentrated near the Athabasca River Valley and in the northeast portion and northwest corner of the Fur Bearer CSE.

Currently, fisher and marten habitat has been lost within the intense (10% loss), moderate (9%), and low (4%) traditional use Fur Bearers CSEs of the Fort McKay’s Fur Bearers CSE. Within the FTSA, 22% of high quality fisher/marten habitat has been lost. When the *Application Case* is considered, the habitat loss is as follows: intense use CSE increases from 10% to 13%, moderate use CSE increases from 10% to 12%, the low use CSE remains the same (4%), and the FTSA increases from 22% to 30%.

Since habitat losses 20% or greater are considered significant and could potentially lead to declines in population levels, the gauge is in the red zone for fisher and marten habitat impacts in the FTSA and in the yellow zone for impacts within the intense and moderate use CSEs.

For details see *Section 6 – Wildlife*, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).

### 5.1.11 Protected Areas

Fort McKay has set a Healing the Earth Strategy target of protecting 40% of its Traditional Lands for traditional use. Currently there are only five provincially protected areas within Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands, which comprise about 6.4% of Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands:

- Birch Mountains Wildland Provincial Park
- Marguerite River Wildland Provincial Park
- Richardson River Dunes Wildland Provincial Park
- Whitemud Falls Wildland Provincial Park and Ecoreserve
- Quarry of the Ancestors (candidate Provincial Historic Site)

As well, Creeburn Lake, which was transferred to Fort McKay under Treaty Land Entitlement in 2006, has been identified through the Community land use planning process as an area to protect for preservation of culture.

Fort McKay has identified a large area within which specific protected areas could be selected. Within this large area there are currently several constraints to the
development of new protected areas; about 30% is already existing or approved projects and if currently tenured leases are developed about 78% of the land could be lost. The remaining land is already fragmented by linear development and more linear development is likely.

In contrast to other indicators, protected areas is a positive indicator; as the amount of protected areas increases, the potential for offsetting losses to traditional use from disturbances is increased and the gauge moves toward green. Since the current level of protected areas is so much below Fort McKay’s target and there are many pressures on the land that Fort McKay has identified for potential protection, the gauge is in the red for the Base Case and remains in the red for the Application Case.

For details see Section 9 – Disturbance and Access Implications for Traditional Use, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).

5.1.12 Reclamation

Reclamation is the main proposed mitigation for oil sands operations; Fort McKay has serious concerns about its ability to provide suitable landscapes for traditional activities (Healing the Earth Strategy, Fort McKay IRC 2010b):

*Put it back the way it was*—when the land is mined it should be reclaimed to the way it was; however, current reclamation plans are for landscapes with more uplands, few wetlands and many large pit lakes instead of the extensive networks of wetlands, rivers and streams that exist now.

*Reclamation is too slow*—reclamation starts about 10 years after a project begins, and then even if re-vegetation is successful, it takes an additional 20 to 25 years for these sites to mature into forests. Land reclaimed in the region is currently less than 200 ha of the over 133,000 ha of disturbance. If the land is unavailable for traditional uses for more than a generation, much of the traditional knowledge will be lost.

*You can’t put the spirit back into the land*—when the landscape is reclaimed the land will lose “spirit” and medicines and other plants grown on the reclaimed sites will not be as effective.

*Reclaimed land will not be safe for animals or people*—decades of living with oil sands mining on their Traditional Lands has provided the Community with examples of air, land and water impacts due to uncontrolled events. There is a concern regarding the health and safety of animals and people who use the reclaimed land.

*Muskeg is important, water is important*—there are concerns about water quality, both on and off the reclaimed mine sites and the lack of ability to reclaim muskeg.
**Who will be responsible for the land (environmental issues) when mining is finished?**
—Fort McKay will remain after mining is completed and is concerned about long-term environmental issues.

Due to these concerns and the lack of successful reclamation to date (only 104 ha have received reclamation certification), the gauge remains in the red from the Base Case to the Application Case.

For details see *Section 10 – Reclamation*, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).

### 5.2 Pollution

Community members worry about the effect industrial pollution is having on the land, and thus the quality (and quantity) of wild meat, fish and plants. People are concerned not only for the land and the plants and animals it supports, but for their own health as well. This deters some individuals from harvesting activities near the Community where much of the industrial activity is taking place. The perceived need to travel further distances and the related cost also further discourages some individuals from harvesting activities all together. As shared by Community members,

> **You have to go way out into the mountains to hunt. I don’t eat anything from around here.**

*(Fort McKay Workshop 2008)*

> **Haze and smoke and yellow stuff gets deposited on vehicles after it rains. You can see them stacks. Sometimes you can see just the green haze drifting in the wind. It's not clean air.**

*(FMA 2008: 35)*

> **It doesn't go away... no matter where the wind blows you're gonna get it. You leave your clothes outside and if you bring them inside, oh, it doesn't smell good.**

*(FMA 2008: 35)*

Through changes in land use patterns, perception of risk when consuming wild foods, and changes in food availability, pollution has the ability to strongly impact harvesting activity, and in turn Fort McKay’s cultural heritage.

See Table 5-2 for a summary of indicator gauges related to Pollution. As summary of all gauges discussed in the Project-specific CHA is located in *Appendix A*.

See Section 8.3.1, *CHA Baseline* for additional discussion of Fort McKay’s concerns related to Pollution.
5.2.1 **Air Quality Parameters: Sulphur Dioxide (SO₂)**

Sulphur dioxide (SO₂) emissions are principally associated with the combustion (burning) of sulphur-containing fuels such as coke and some diesel fuels, but are also associated with sulphur recovery processes. 1960s SO₂ levels in Fort McKay were predicted by modeling to be very low. SO₂ levels have increased substantially since pre-development. However, current levels are generally below Fort McKay’s Human Health and Keeping Clean Areas Clean criteria/targets. However there are some periodic high levels, where Fort McKay’s 24-hour Healing the Earth Strategy criteria have been exceeded.

Regional SO₂ emissions have generally been decreasing and will decrease further as sulphur emission controls are applied to large sulphur emission sources. However, this trend could reverse if alternate fuels with high sulphur content, such as coke, bitumen, asphaltenes, produced gas and refinery fuel gas, replace natural gas.

Fort McKay’s does have a concern with upset or operational conditions that result in periodic high SO₂ levels in the Community. The gauge remains in the yellow zone in the Application Case to indicate that although regional levels of SO₂ are decreasing that there is an issue that needs to be addressed.

For details see Section 2.3, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).

5.2.2 **Air Quality Parameters: Nitrogen Oxides (NOₓ)**

There are a large number of Nitrogen Oxides (NOₓ) sources in the region including mine fleets (major source), boilers, heaters, gas turbines, traffic and to a lesser extent household heating. Potential effects of NOₓ emissions include human health effects associated with NO₂ in the air; ozone (O₃), which is formed from NO₂; and fine particles (PM₂·₅), which NO and NO₂ can contribute to.

Pre-development NO₂ levels in Fort McKay were predicted by modeling to be relatively low and associated with community activities such as wood burning as well as some background level from upwind sources.

NO₂ levels have increased substantially above 1960s levels as a result of regional developments. Current Case NO₂ levels in Fort McKay are below Fort McKay’s Air Quality Health Criteria and Keeping Clean Areas Clean air quality targets. However statistical analyses show a trend of increasing NO₂ levels over the past 10 years.

Fort McKay maintains this indicator in the yellow zone for the Application Case since there is a trend of increasing levels that needs to be addressed.

For details see Section 2 – Air Quality and Appendix 2-1, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).
### Table 5-2: Pollution Indicator Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measuring Change In Stressors</th>
<th>Green-Yellow-Red Gauge Rating1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-Development Scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air quality parameters – Sulphur dioxide (SO₂)</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Green-Yellow-Red Gauge" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air quality parameters – Nitrogen Oxides (NOₓ)</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Green-Yellow-Red Gauge" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Quality – Particulate Matter (PM₂.₅)</td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Green-Yellow-Red Gauge" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odours</td>
<td><img src="image13" alt="Green-Yellow-Red Gauge" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Air emission effects on vegetation</th>
<th>(SO₂, Ozone, and PAI - minimal issues, effects very local in nature)</th>
<th>(SO₂ &amp; PAI)</th>
<th>(SO₂ &amp; PAI)</th>
<th>(SO₂ &amp; PAI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ozone)</td>
<td>(ozone)</td>
<td>(ozone)</td>
<td>(ozone)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(NOₓ)</td>
<td>(NOₓ)</td>
<td>(NOₓ)</td>
<td>(NOₓ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(nitrogen deposition)</td>
<td>(nitrogen deposition)</td>
<td>(nitrogen deposition)</td>
<td>(nitrogen deposition)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(NH₃)</td>
<td>(NH₃)</td>
<td>(NH₃)</td>
<td>(NH₃)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5.2.3 Odours

Currently, the Community is subject to hydrocarbon and sulphur-based odourous compounds from oil sands operations. The experience of Fort McKay community members is that odours occur in the Community on a regular basis (i.e., several times a week). Higher Total Hydrocarbon and Total Reduced Sulfur levels in the Community of Fort McKay occur when the wind is from the direction of existing industrial operations. As industrial growth in the region continues, and gradually
fully surrounds Fort McKay, the concern is that odour levels may not only intensify, but that they will occur more frequently as well, since there will be no wind direction that doesn’t transport some odourous oil sands facility emissions.

Fort McKay’s assessment clearly indicates that, under the Base Case, odour threshold levels will likely be exceeded within the Community of Fort McKay, as well as in areas of its traditional lands. The predicted levels will at times be at unpleasant, odourous levels. These predictions are not surprising since odours are already an issue in Fort McKay under the Current Scenario. The situation can only be expected to worsen as approved but not yet operating projects are commissioned. Examples of projects that are expected to commence operation in the area include: Horizon, Jackpine, Muskeg River Mine expansion and Kearl.

Fort McKay’s odour assessment (Section 2.4, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment) indicates that the Application Case could have a significant adverse impact on odour levels within Fort McKay—an approximately 10% increase is expected in the number of hours and peak periods above odour threshold levels, and also on odour levels in parts of the high and moderate use traditional land use areas north and east of Fort McKay along the Athabasca river valley.

Since odours are currently significantly adversely impacting the Community of Fort McKay and the use and enjoyment of Fort McKay’s traditional lands by Fort McKay residents, and Base and Application Cases result in predicted increases in odours in Fort McKay and on Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands, the rating in the Application Case remain red, meaning a significant adverse effect. Immediate actions to address existing and projected odour issues are therefore being recommended.

For details see Section 2.4, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).

### 5.2.4 Air Quality Parameters: Particulate Matter PM$_{2.5}$

Particulate matter (PM$_{2.5}$) emissions are associated with the combustion of some fuels in vehicles, boilers, heaters, turbines and process units and dust from construction and mining operations (primary PM$_{2.5}$). PM$_{2.5}$ is also formed in the atmosphere from water vapour and various sulphur, nitrogen and hydrocarbon compounds (secondary PM$_{2.5}$).

In the absence of industrial development, ambient PM$_{2.5}$ levels in Fort McKay would be expected to be relatively low and primarily associated with community or residential activities such as wood burning, forest fires as well as some background level from upwind sources. In general, PM$_{2.5}$ levels in the Community have increased from 1960s levels. Interpretation of PM$_{2.5}$ data is complicated by natural sources that can result in high levels for significant periods of time (e.g. days or even weeks in the case of forest fires). Increased levels are associated with industrial activity and levels in the Community are generally higher when the wind is blowing
from the southeast to southwest. In the Application Case the indicator rating changes from green in the Base Case to yellow, meaning there are possible adverse effects and/or substantial uncertainty regarding effects.

For details see Section 2 – Air Quality, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).

5.2.5 Air Emission Effects on Vegetation

Fort McKay values the health and vitality of vegetation communities within their Traditional Lands. Since air emissions were minimal in the 1960s, it is assumed that the pre-development air quality did not have any adverse effects on natural vegetation. Current regional air emissions, mainly from oil sands developments, that can cause effects on vegetation are as follows:

SO₂, Ozone, and Potential Acid Inputs—Currently, average annual SO₂ levels within Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands are below Fort McKay’s Average Annual Criteria for lichens, forests and natural vegetation. SO₂ levels in the Application Case do not appear to represent a significant threat to regional vegetation through fumigation (direct) exposure. Potential Acid Input (PAI) or acid deposition modeling indicates that current PAI levels are below effects levels, except if very close proximity to emission sources. Application Case PAI levels are not expected to have significant adverse effects. Both SO₂ and PAI are rated as green in the Application Case.

Though Ozone was rated as green in the Current Scenario, increased future VOC emissions may contribute to ozone formation, which could lead to subsequent ozone-related vegetation effects. Due to this concern, the indicator for ozone in the Application Case is rated as yellow.

NOX, and Nitrogen Deposition—An evaluation of nitrogen deposition information for the region indicates that current levels on Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands in the vicinity of existing mining projects may be at effect levels. Similarly, data indicate that at certain locations, NOX may exceed direct effects thresholds. In the Current Case, regional nitrogen deposition as well as levels of NOX are rated in the yellow zone and need to be addressed.

In the Application Case the proposed projects would increase the area with a nitrogen loading of greater than 8 kg N/ha/yr by approximately 5,000 ha. This increase occurs in the areas adjacent to the two proposed mines and approximately 2000 ha of this land is outside current or approved project development areas and Shell’s proposed project areas. Shell’s proposed combined project development area (Jackpine Mine Expansion and Pierre River Mine) is 21,339 ha and therefore the potentially affected undeveloped area represents approximately 9% of the proposed development which is higher than the 5% impact criteria being used by Fort McKay
to indicate a significant effect. In the *Application Case* these criteria are rated in the red zone because there is an expected significant adverse effect.

$NH_3$—Regional ammonia monitoring indicates that ammonia values may currently be at levels that could adversely affect sensitive vegetation receptors such as lichens, and therefore regional ammonia levels are a concern to Fort McKay. In the *Application Case* $NH_3$ is rated in the yellow zone, further work needs to be done monitor and more fully evaluate potential sources and effects of ammonia.

For details see *Section 2 – Air Quality* and *Appendix 2-1*, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).

### 5.3 Reduced Access to Land

For maintenance of Fort McKay’s cultural heritage it is critical to have access to land upon which to conduct traditional activities. There are a number of ways in which industrial development may impact access:

- Direct land disturbance (as discussed above)
- Direct and indirect effects on traditional trails
- Direct and indirect effects on Traplines
- Regional population increases

As Fort McKay Community members have shared:

> *Access...is a big issue for everybody in the community. Where you used to go [you] can't anymore.*
> (FMA 2008: 31)

> *Very hard for us to get around on the Trapline now because there are so many new roads. You could get lost. Everybody is scared to go out in the bush because cutlines are confusing.*
> (FMA 2008: 31)

> *Can't go moose hunting anymore because of the security gates.*
> (FMA 2008: 31)

With reduced access to land there is a reduced ability to hunt, trap, gather and fish. In turn, this impacts Fort McKay’s cultural heritage.

See Table 5-3 for a summary of indicator gauges related to Reduced Access to Land. As summary of all gauges discussed in the Project-specific CHA is located in *Appendix A*. 
See the Section 8.3.1, *CHA Baseline* for additional discussion of Fort McKay’s concerns related to Access to Land.

### Table 5-3: Access to Land Indicator Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measuring Change in Stressors</th>
<th>Green-Yellow-Red Gauge Rating1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-Development Scenario</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**5.3.1 Linear Disturbance**

Prior to oil sands development linear developments were limited to Highway 63 and a few forestry roads and cut lines. Currently, most areas of Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands being are influenced by linear developments. The effects of linear development have not been fully assessed within Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands. However, scenario modeling done for the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo indicates that several ecological indicators are sensitive to the influence of linear developments, in particular moose, black bear and fish (SEWG 2008). This is mainly due to increase in access and associated hunting and fishing pressure (SEWG 2008).

Linear developments also influence the integrity of the landscape, for example, roads can alter wetland flow patterns, and biodiversity is affected by fragmentation of the landscape. The volume of seismic lines and changing road patterns associated with industrial development can result in confusion, frustration and impediments to Fort McKay’s access of the resources that are remaining.

Due the impacts of linear development on Fort McKay’s access, on key resources of interest to Fort McKay (i.e., fish, moose, bear, wetlands), the lack of comprehensive regional information on the effects of linear development, the lack of comprehensive access management plans, and feedback from Community members during the development of the CHA Baseline report Fort McKay considers the effects of linear development to be a significant issue; hence, the gauge remains in the red zone from the Current Case to the Application Case.

For details see *Section 9 – Disturbance and Access Implications for Traditional Use*, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).

**5.3.2 Traditional Trails**

Fort McKay documented a number of its traditional trails in *There is Still Survival Out There* (FMFN 1994). Prior to oil sands development there were about 1,343 km
of traditional trails within the FTSA. Currently, about 320 km of these trails in the FTSA have been disturbed due to development, a 24% loss. In the Application Case 409 km of the trails in the FTSA will have been disturbed, a 30% total loss (and increase of 89 km since the Base Case).

Not only is the area of directly disturbed trail unusable, but if trails are missing large sections it may render the rest of the trail unusable. So the loss estimate of 30%, in terms of opportunity for use of the traditional trail system, is conservative. Fort McKay considers this loss to be significant; hence the gauge remains in the red zone in the Application Case.

For details see Section 9 – Disturbance and Access Implications for Traditional Use, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).

5.4 Industrial Water Use

The streams and rivers are the basis for the much of the wildlife habitat that made these lands productive and provided a sustainable way of life for thousands of years. The impacts on groundwater are also important for hunting, trapping, fishing and gathering. The Community has always made direct and indirect use of the groundwater resources during traditional pursuits. Direct use of groundwater occurs at places where Community members spend time, including on Traplines, at cabins or simply spending time on the land. Groundwater may be obtained from muskegs, springs and, during the winter, from groundwater that has been discharged as surface water body base flow. Indirect use of groundwater occurs where traditional activities such as gathering take place and the vegetation at the gathering sites (e.g., fens) is dependent on groundwater for survival. Changes to water are of high concern to Fort McKay,

There's no water in the river anymore. Pathetic little stream compared to how it used to be.

(FMA 2008: 38)

[regarding the Jackpine Mine Expansion river diversion] Who is going to want to fish after that? They're not going to trust the river system. Muskeg river is the only clean river that we have.

(FMA 2008: 25)

Maintaining water quality and quantity are critical to support land resources within Fort McKay’s traditional lands, which in turn to sustains the retention of Fort McKay’s cultural heritage.

See Table 5-4 for a summary of indicator gauges related to Industrial Water Use. As summary of all gauges discussed in the Project-specific CHA is located in Appendix A.
See the Section 8.3.1, *CHA Baseline* for additional discussion of Fort McKay's concerns related to Industrial Water Use.

### Table 5-4: Industrial Water Use Indicator Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measuring Change In Stressors</th>
<th>Green-Yellow-Red Gauge Rating1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-Development Scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athabasca River</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Green-Yellow-Red Gauge Rating" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watershed Disturbance</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Green-Yellow-Red Gauge Rating" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groundwater</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Green-Yellow-Red Gauge Rating" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5.4.1 Watershed Disturbance

Fort McKay assessed the current state of Athabasca River watersheds that are used for fishing, hunting, trapping and gathering. Development in watersheds not only influences specific traditional land use areas and resources, and groundwater and surface water systems, in some cases it threatens the very sustainability of the watershed.

Watershed disturbance due to development in the 1960s is essentially zero in all lower Athabasca River subwatersheds within Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands.

For the Muskeg River watershed, the gauge is rated as red (“endangered”) in the *Application Case* due to an approximate 44% disturbance within the watershed and a 148% change in stream flow. Watershed state is rated as red (“endangered”) when there is more than 25% change in stream flow in any given season and/or more than 40% of the watershed area affected by development and related land-use changes. The need for water management planning is clearly evident in the Muskeg River watershed. The state of the Muskeg River watershed is rated as red for the Base Case and Application Case. It is critical that a water management plan be created for this watershed to establish impact limits and provide direction to...
development. The opportunity to establish such a plan has not been lost as the state of the Muskeg River in the Current Scenario is still “sustainable” (yellow in the gauge).

For the Pierre River watershed, the gauge is rated as yellow (“threatened”) in the Application Case due to an approximate 10% disturbance in the watershed (“threatened”) and a 23% maximum change in streamflow. Watershed state is rated as yellow when there is more than 10% change but less than 25% change in streamflow in any season and/or between 20% and 40% of the watershed area affected by development and related land-use changes.

Threatened watersheds include the McLean Creek, Beaver, Tar and Calumet River Watersheds hence the gauge is rated as yellow for these watersheds as well.

For details see Section 4 – Surface Water Hydrology, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).

5.4.2 Watershed Index for Athabasca Watershed

The 1960s flows in the Athabasca River were essentially natural, with very small net withdrawals from Fort McMurray and upstream.

Currently, water withdrawals from the Athabasca River for oil sands use are, on average, 3.63 m³/s. The influence of water withdrawals is most noticeable in the winter when water withdrawals comprise up to about 8% of the winter low flow.

Fort McKay’s surface water assessment criteria set the state of the lower Athabasca River watershed for the Application Case remains the same as in the Base Case—“threatened” (yellow in the gauge). This is due to the proposed stream flow changes are greater than 10% but less than 25% in any given season and the change in the watershed area is less than 20%. Though the Phase 1 Water Management Framework does restrict water withdrawals, change to surface water is significant. It is important for work on the Phase 2 Water Management Framework for the lower Athabasca River be completed so total impact limits can be set and future development can be directed.

For details see Section 4 – Surface Water Hydrology, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).

5.4.3 Groundwater

5.4.3.1 Groundwater Quantity

For the Application Case direct and/or indirect use of groundwater on Fort McKay’s Traditional Lands that occur within Shell’s proposed project disturbances will be
unavailable to the Community for the duration of active mining, closure and reclamation.

Direct use of groundwater at two cabins located on traditional lands within the proposed active mining area of the Jackpine Mine Expansion will be adversely affect as the cabin sites are located in the mining area and will have to be relocated. If the cabins are re-installed after mining is finished, the quality of groundwater available is likely to be unsuitable due to process-affected seepage from tailings ponds.

Direct use of groundwater at two cabins located on traditional lands outside Jackpine Mine Expansion Project the active mining area could be impacted as the cabin sites are located at a distance where 1 m of groundwater drawdown is predicted.

Groundwater drawdown associated with mine dewatering will affect fens: 425 ha (Jackpine Mine Expansion) and 1548 ha (Pierre River Mine). A portion of these drawdown areas (about 25% and 33% respectively) are expected to be 1 m drawdown or greater, which is associated with adverse effects on fens.

Since there is a loss of groundwater resources associated with the mine footprint as well as significant adverse drawdown effects on groundwater use at two cabins and on fens, groundwater quantity issues are rated as red on the gauge.

### 5.4.3.2 Groundwater Quality

For the Application Case Groundwater discharge to Muskeg River downstream from the Jackpine North Pit Lake and Muskeg Creek will decrease about 100 L/s compared to the current scenario.

The Pleistocene Channel Aquifer is a preferential groundwater flow unit and may result in process-affected seepage from the ETDA moving northeast. Dewatering at Kearl and Aurora South mines may further promote the process-affected groundwater flow in the aquifer.

A plume of process-affected seepage from the in-pit tailings pond will move slowly towards the Athabasca River. Seepage to the Athabasca River will be negligible compared to flow volume.

Since there is the potential for seepage to affect groundwater and surface water the gauged is rated as yellow, which means that potential effects on may occur and monitoring is needed.

For details see Section 3 – Groundwater, Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a).
5.5 **Wage Economy**

No indicators were developed to assess implications for changes in the wage economy to impact the Community’s Cultural Heritage. However, Fort McKay would like to realize economic development opportunities that help the Community grow while maintain their cultural heritage (guiding, tourism, etc.).

5.6 **Increased Population**

Increased regional populations lead to increases pressures on local resources and reported conflicts between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people, increased cost of living, increased access to drugs and alcohol, decreased feelings of security, and decreased Community cohesion. As access increases to an area where there previously was none, there is an increase in hunting and angling pressures, as well as noise disturbance resulting in reductions in wildlife and fish populations. As ground disturbance increases with more vehicular traffic (both road and off-road), sensitive landscapes are affected, successful reclamation of clearings becomes more difficult, and opportunities for introduction and establishment of invasive species occur. In addition, improved access often results in land uses that can create issues related to littering, vandalism of property, and forest fire.

Fort McKay Community members share their concerns related to the increasing regional population,

*There are too many white people. We can’t even go berry picking: women are scared to go by themselves.*

(HEG 2009: 47)

*If I get an animal now, somebody else is going to come around and pick it up*

(FMA 2008:25)

*Recreational users take their quads and ... Motorbikes there during summer, resulting in a lot of traffic*

(FMA 2008: 42)

See Table 5-5 for a summary of indicator gauges related to Increased Population. As summary of all gauges discussed in the Project-specific CHA is located in *Appendix A*.

See the Section 8.3.1, *CHA Baseline* for additional discussion of Fort McKay’s concerns related to Increased Population.
Table 5-5: Increased Population Indicator Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measuring Change in Stressors</th>
<th>Green-Yellow-Red Gauge Rating1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-Development Scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Population Trends</td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="Chart" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.6.1 Regional Population Trends

In the 1960s the population of Fort McMurray was about 2,000 people. This increased to about 35,000 in the 1980s to about 36,000 in the late-1990s. Since the late-1990s the population in Fort McMurray and Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo has grown exponentially. The current population of Fort McMurray is just over 72,000 and the RMWB is now over 100,000 (RMWB Municipal Census 1999 and 2008). Shell predicts that by 2015 the urban population would be about 90,000 under the Base Case and 98,000 with the population affects of the Shell projects included. Shell’s population models predict a leveling off of population growth due to structural shifts in the oil sands industry.

Also within the region a large number of work camps, many of them located near Fort McKay. Population in work camps was about 3,500 in the late-1990s and has risen to over 26,000 in 2008. This is a 2600% increase from Pre-development to current. During construction, Shell’s project would add an estimated 3000 workers in 2015 associated with the construction of the Jackpine Mine Expansion. Later, in about 2021, Shell predicts a similar increase in workers during construction of the Pierre River Mine.

The indicator gauge remains is in the red in the Application Case due to continued strain the growing population puts on the opportunity for the Community of Fort McKay to utilize their Traditional Lands.

See **Section 9 – Disturbance and Access Implications for Traditional Use** of the Fort McKay Specific Environmental Assessment (Fort McKay IRC 2010a) for further discussion.
6.0 Assessment of Indicators: Planned Development Case

The Planned Development Case (PDC) further exacerbates the criteria considered in each of the above indicators. The PDC increases loss of land, generates additional emissions, brings more people into the region during development and operations, requires more water for processing, and necessitates additional large-scale reclamation. Each indicator described above shows that in the PDC, Fort McKay’s cultural heritage, which has already been deemed significant and adverse, is further strained.
7.0 Conclusions and Recommendations

As evidenced through the above indicators, both the Application Case and the Planned Development Case further exacerbate an already strained situation (i.e., Fort McKay’s Cultural Heritage). Below Fort McKay recommends measures to mitigate and accommodate the Community as a result of development on their Traditional Lands.

7.1 Cultural Heritage Assessment Baseline

As detailed in Section 12.0 of the *CHA Baseline*, Fort McKay has outlined numerous strategies to re-capture and maintain the cultural heritage of the Community. These are briefly summarized below.

7.1.1 Cultural Resilience

The Community’s ability to adapt to environmental change while simultaneously supporting their cultural heritage and values is linked with maintaining or regaining sovereignty over how associated issues are addressed. As such, Fort McKay would like to develop systems and programs aimed at replacing the individual and Community health and well-being that is no longer achieved to the same extent through traditional pursuits and way of life.

7.1.2 Reclamation

Mine related land disturbance, even when accounting for reclamation, will result in a minimum of two to three generations\(^5\) of Fort McKay Community members without access to significant portions of their Traditional Lands. Reclamation is sometimes referenced as a mitigation measure for impacts on traditional land use resulting from project development (e.g., Suncor Energy 2007). However, oil sands projects typically have a lifespan of 25–50 years (sometimes longer) from pre-construction to closure during which time little to no land access is possible for the Community. Even at closure, reclamation activities will not result in a landscape that resembles pre-disturbance conditions. According to Shell Canada Limited (2007b), a site is “considered to be restored if natural succession processes are restored” and does not require the establishment of a site to a mature stage. While these areas may be on a trajectory towards recovering biological diversity and function at the time reclamation certification is granted, they will likely not be suitable for a pre-disturbance range of traditional activities. This further extends the duration of impact beyond the estimate 25–50 years (two the three generations). Ultimately, this disturbance impact reaches into the far future with regards to cultural heritage.

---

\(^5\) The length of a generation is defined as 20 years (Ohno 1996).
Fort McKay has developed the Healing the Earth Strategy, to guide the Community’s engagement in environmental activities (Fort McKay IRC 2010b). Structured under four strategic areas—retention, reclamation, improvement and offset—the Community seeks to ensure that their Traditional Lands are managed in a way that addresses Community environmental concerns and respects Community values. Reclamation, which focuses on providing habitat that supports pre-development land use, helps guide Community input into the reclamation process on their Traditional Lands.

### 7.1.3 Language Retention

Establishing programs and practices to support ongoing usage of Cree and Dene is of high importance to Fort McKay. Communication of cultural knowledge using their Aboriginal languages is no longer a common practice in the Community. Continued knowledge of such things as traditional place names, names and uses of traditional resources, and a sophisticated awareness of rich meaning of cultural practices are at high risk of being lost without utilization of Aboriginal languages. As such, the Community is currently identifying steps to bolster Aboriginal language retention and practice.

### 7.1.4 Land-Based Employment

Community employment, particularly for young people, tends to be selected based on the current opportunities that people see available to them. This has resulted in many youth indicating that they may want to drive a heavy hauler truck, for example, because this is a job they continuously see and hear about. However, Fort McKay would like to realize more land-based employment such as tourism and guiding. The Community recognizes there are significant potential economic development opportunities that can be created within their Traditional Lands that connect with Community cultural values.

### 7.1.5 Further Development and Documentation of the Cultural Heritage Baseline

The process of preparing the CHA Baseline revealed the complexity of the undertaking as well as the need for detailed and appropriate integration of social, economic, and health indicators. Further data and documentation will provide a richer, and more comprehensive, meaningful assessment for the Community of Fort McKay. Fort McKay looks forward to the opportunity to further develop the CHA Baseline and, in turn, future project-specific cultural heritage assessments.

During workshops and focus group conversations related to this report, Community members discussed the development of additional indicators that could be applied to particular cultural attributes as a way to further monitor changes to cultural heritage. Potential indicators may include measures such as the amount of time
spent hunting or distance travelled from Fort McKay to reach hunting locations. Development of these qualitative and quantitative indicators requires planning meetings and additional workshops with Community members. Fort McKay would like the opportunity to establish and monitor these indicators in the future.

7.1.6 Cumulative Effects and Regional Initiatives

Fort McKay has been an active participant in a great number of regional initiatives that were and are intended to support the Community's interests, including maintenance of their cultural heritage. However, whether the Lower Athabasca Regional Plan (LARP) the Moose Lake Access Management Plan (AMP) and other initiatives aimed at addressing regional cumulative impacts will alleviate the negative impacts of industry and other cultural stressors is not yet known. Although the work of these groups is helpful for governments and industry to understand environmental effects, this understanding in itself does not mitigate these effects. To that end, Fort McKay has provided recommendations in the Fort McKay Environmental Specific Assessment with regard to specific environmental effects (e.g., land disturbance, wildlife, odours, etc.). It has yet to be determined if these recommendations will be implemented.

7.1.6.1 Cultural Heritage Strategy

Further work is necessary to comprehensively address the significant adverse effects of industrial development on Fort McKay’s cultural heritage. For example, establishment of a Community-developed Cultural Heritage Strategy is required to provide a clear approach to support and retain the Community's cultural heritage related needs.

Development of such a strategy requires further Community member input and discussion under the guidance of Fort McKay leadership. To best address cultural heritage, governments must consult with Fort McKay on how best to mitigate, compensate and accommodate adverse effects that the Community is currently experiencing on cultural heritage and opportunities for traditional land use.

7.2 Project-Specific Recommendations

Regulators ensure that Shell contribute to:

- Further development of Fort McKay’s Cultural Heritage Strategy
- Other systems and programs aimed at strengthening individual and Community health and well-being that is no longer currently achieved to the same extent through traditional pursuits and way of life
7.3 Cumulative Effects Recommendations

The measures discussed above will only partially moderate or offset the loss to Fort McKay of traditional land use opportunities and ability to exercise their Treaty and aboriginal rights. The governments need to develop further mitigation and accommodation measures with Fort McKay to address the cumulative effects of industrial development on their cultural heritage.
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